Obsolete?
Artist, Object, Small Museum
Nicole Barakat, Aleshia Lonsdale, Fiona MacDonald + Professor Lyndall Ryan

Exhibition Public Program: Conversations
Tuesday 11 September, 12-1pm with refreshments

'Talking About Stones' – Riverina Project
The Relational Museum and its Objects
Robyn McKenzie, Australian National University
Sam Leah, Museum of Riverina

Obsolete? Artist Talk
Aleshia Lonsdale, Fiona MacDonald and Nicole Barakat

Venue: HR Gallop Gallery | Building 21, Boorooma St, Wagga Wagga
www.scci.sw.edu.au/hrgallop/

Co-organised by The Cross Art Projects & Kandos Museum

IMAGE: ALEISHA LONSDALE, INCONVENIENT TRUTHS, 2017, INSTALLATION. STONES, RED CARPET, BROOM.